
I am requesting guidance to assist me to read the screen in front of me rather than pulling the person’s 

energy into my space. Is there a guide that can assist me with this? 

So here you are able to communicate with me in immediacy yet see we are connected, but yet you have 

me outside of your space.  

Try not to reach but rather see, through your knowingness, you can feel me sense me, see my form 

correct 

Yes, but to get deeper into the system of energy in order to clean it out 

Let’s try now  

Okay 

Go and look into the sixth chakra as described 

I see a bright light that is illuminating from your forehead 

yes, now go deeper 

What do you see? 

I walk through the light yes 

Yes 

Don’t reach just go 

I see a bright area super bright, but not painful to my eyes 

Like crystal bright 

Yes 

White sand crystalline sky 

Yes 

And I see you 

Hi 

Hello so it is as if each area is a portal into rather space 

Even the chakras 

Let’s work on this  

First chakra 

She immediately dropped in another being, smaller males light blue skin as well 

Is it okay to feel the chakra moving spinning near mine? 

Yes 



It is spinning very fast 

Now try to remove that tube, only through the sixth 

You don’t have to connect your chakra to theirs of the same location, no 

Oh I see 

Yes relax  

You can ask the soul spirit energy to spin around politely (basically from love) 

Yes, tap the chakra and look at the cone 

No, you do not have to pull it out just tap try again 

As I try again, I am going from the second to the fourth 

Yes, I understand.  

Today keep your fixed point of reference always 

Do not waver from this, I am showing you a clean screen of the chakra with multiple cones yes, I 

counted nine 

See the hara 

Yes, you can bring in the rays of plasma, why bright blue this is the strand of energy the life force  

you can bring in the rays of plasma, why bright blue this is the strand of energy the life force  

Can I try  

Left is front (chakra) and right is back (chakra) 

Yes 

Do not try to bend the system rather see the other side by just moving your awareness to the opposite 

side ( I tried to move the chakra from front to back, had much resistance, was trying to turn it like I do 

the person in my screen) 

And then how to synch them from where do I look 

Forward 

Forward facing is the entire energy system and left is the front and right is the back 

Every time 

Yes 

Keep the vision clean 

 

 



So now say I am trying to repair or heal the person and I have to go deep into that chakra or energetic 

system, how am I facilitating that? Do I have to lay them down? 

See the chakra yes, you leave the holographic image of the individual there and you just pull a close-up 

image of it, see how you can see both sides and images 

Yes that is it that is the point of reference, now take a moment and evaluate the chakra I will await 

 See how much clear you can see how clear the image is  

Again, do not pull in, do not pull from the body release the strain 

 

May we try again?  

Yes and yes you may (I asked to put my hands on my lap) 

  

 


